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I • I"NTRODUCTION 
,.,..____ t"' 
This·paper sets out the Commission?s proposals for general· guidelines 
for a(iapting the t'3xti.le and clothing industries to the conditions of 
int.en1ational competition .. 
The paper is a reply ~o the following statement.of the European 
Council meeting held in December 1977: "\ii th the aim of a~apting 
the European production. machine to the new conditions on the 
Community and world markets, solutions to ~he structural problems 
which are common to a.ll Member States must increasingly be sought 
at Conmmnits level, part~cularly for the iron and steel, textile and 
shipbuilding industrieson 
It also fits into the more g'meral contex·t of the Report. on some 
structural aspects of growth, 1 which should be consulted. This 
bases the Cqmmunity"s strategy for gr~wth on company initiative. 
It emphasizes the need :for a true common market on a continental 
scale if the d1~ive of undert8kings is to have full s9ope. It 'a..l.so . 
sets out the lead.~d support the authorities could give, both 
generally and. in respect of certain sectors,. .. 
This paper does ~ot enter into detail yet about what policy should 
be adopted, as the Commission c~nsidere· that the undertakings, 
manufacturers' associat·ions, trade unions and national governments 
should first be consulted,. This would help to identify the problems 
a.nd the specific measui'es required. 
It is wi'th this aim in view -theat before the end of the year the 
. -
Commission, in close collaboratio~ with COMITRXTIL and the European 
Clothing Manufacturers Association, will be arranging a pumber of 
consultations for the'var:i.ous subsectors of the textile and clothing 
industries. Discussions will be held with associations representing 
distribution in order to put the Community industry in a better 
position to assess the market and its trends.. Parallel discussions 
wn:. be held with the trade tm:i.ons. 
~COM(78)255 final of 22 June 1978~ 
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II. .THE PROBLEM 
~ -~ 
1. 'Ihe textile and clothing industries occupy an important po.sition 
iil the .Community ,e·conomy: they ·p~ovide &pproximatel;r _10% of' 
I ' 
wage-earning_industpial jobs and it is estimated that, in terms 
. ~ . 
~f added value, t~ey account for some 8% of _the CommUnity's 
·industrial activity. · 
Their main features are: numerous processing stages and a, 
very large number of undertakings; . a preponderance of small. 
and medium-sized undertakings in' some subsectors; particularly 
_ .. in the clpthing industry; . a range -of production that is highly-
. . 
diversified as t~ .pro~ucts and outlets; very· marked· fluctuations 
in demand; a very high proportion of women in'.the ·labour force; 
heavy concen~ration in ce~ain regions, where they represent 
a large proportion of economic activity• 
2. These indUl:~tries have alrea~ been in· diffioul ties for m~ · 
years', mainly ,as a result -of the slow growt_h rate of' ·internal 
demand and the rapid· ~~ustrialization of. textile production in 
the third·world. 
~'The relatively slow expansion in productio~ went hand in hand 
·, 
with under:takings' ~fforts to adjust and~ innovate and an improved · 
productivity. The res~l·t was a noticeable cutback in_ th~ labour 
fo'!ce '(ibsorbed by rapid expa.nsi.on in othe:;r sect~~~ when the 
econo!DJ" was lieal thy) ~d ~the closing do:.m of many factories. 
The economic crisis of 1974/75 particularly affected te~tiles 
and clothing because it coincid~d W.ith a sharp inc~e~~e in 
·imports of inexpensive textiles. -The financial reserves of -
undertakings were .affected an~·even the most dynamic ones ar&. 
finding 'it difficult to keep up or intensify the necessary 
efforts to modernize. 
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The textile industry is a 'big employer and as such is essential 
for the industrial, social a.ml regional balance of the Community's. 
economy. The loss of jobs has not been steady but came in sudden 
drops which, given the siting of this industry, has meant serious 
structural problems for many Commm1ity regions. Any policy should 
therefore concentrate on a b~lanced-adjustment to the requirements 
of restructuring and industrial conversion .dictated by 
technological progress anq the.new Ulternational division of labour. 
It should also take into account the specific characteristics of 
the subsector conce~ned as regards siting, the type of enterprise 
and the structure of the labour force (age, qualifications, 
high concentration of women). 
4) The textile and clothing industry is also an essential factor 
in the bal~•cing·of the Community's economic structures because 
' 
of its close links with other major industries (e•8• chemicals 
and mechanical engineering) ~d certain branches of the teriary 
sect?r (e.g. research and distribution). 
5) · Against the backgro~d ·of an exceptional crisis, the C~mmuni ty 
negotiated very stringent agreements with those countries 
supplying cheap textiles which give the Community industry a 
breathing space until 1982 - an opportunity which it ~ use 
4· 
to launch, or speed up, ita efforts to adapt to the conditions 
of both Community and international competition. Unless the 
industry does adapt, the textile agree~ents will merely have 
provided a false sense of security. , 
The opportunity must be used because the Community·is 
committed under the MFA., its partners having made such 
a. commitment a. condition at the time of the bilateral 
negotiations. 
- ' 
·- 5 
- The binding commercial measures adopted in 1977, which· 
very_much favoured the Co~unity industry, were essentia~ly 
transitional., and they expire at the end of 1982. · 
Furthermore·t~e Multifibre Arrangement expires at the end of 
' 19~1 and it is not yet_known whe1her it will be possible to 
renew it and, if so; oh what tetms. 
- The Community must play its part in the shared e:ffort of 
~adaptation which will be necessary when ·three new .countries 
join (Greece, Portugal andSpain), themselves major suppliers 
of, textiles and- in some subsectors.at least- highly 
cb~etitive. 
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III. GENERAL OBJECTIVES FOR THE CLOTHING AJID TEXTIL~ SECTOR 
It is essential for Europe to have a highly efficient -textile 1 
and clothing industry capable of competing internationally and 
providing a large number of jobs over a long period. 
This objective has several aspects: 
r. Companies' own industrial drive - and this shoulQ. be the 
prime_mover of progress and ~aptation in the industry-
should be channelled to the developing of points of strength. 
This implies close co~rdination between the policies of the 
Member States and adherence to-a framework for aids, established 
by the Commission so that they do not distort the conditions 
of competition but do facilitate the necessary adaptations. 
2. Great competitiveness, the only guarantee for maintaining jobs 
in th-e longer term, might in some instances require cuts in 
the present number of jobs. _It will therefore be necessary to ~ 
provide aid for converting-undertakings, job'creation, retraining 
the labour force and other social measures if necessary. 
3. The industry must. be fully integrated into the interna.tiollal 
trade system, in terms of imports and exports, and our 
industrialized and developing trading partners must be brought-
to understand and accept our policy. 
• 
. 
~I· ' 
--rv. SPECIFIC GUJDELINES 
• 
1. Adapting industrial and commerciat structures through competitive 
drive and by co~~inatipg th~ textile policies of the. Member States 
The modernizat1on and survival of a sector made up of tens of 
thousands of firms., will depend chl,efl,y on the vitality of the 
firms themselves and on effective competition • 
. (a)" In manY'' subsectors the management ·of- an undert~ing is the 
principal f~ctor in success or failure. Essential performanc~­
characteristics:are absent in ~y firms in.difficulties, yet 
they have been ~ystematically deyeloped ·_in the more dyriamic 
undertakingS. · . 
-.Chief amon-g these characteristics are: 
• a product and market policy; 
' ' . 
• the existence ·of'an active ~rketin~ and sales promotion 
department; 
. ~ the quality of information and management systems;· 
• the balance between product,ion, marketing and research. 
In the consultations, the. Commission will be looking into ways_. 
and means for- the public authorities to help undertaking-s in 
' . ' 
these areas, particularly where groups of small and medd~ized 
undert~ings are concerned (support for pilot projects; 
contributing-towards the _financing of market· research a,gencies 
and ~onsul~ants' fees, etc.). It is the Community•s 
responsibility to encourage the exchange of information between· 
<i., . -· • ' • 
_,.-
Member States on the action they are tak~g and the lessons 
to be leamt, so- that the most convincing resul its can be drawn 
upon and, where appropriate' applied throughout the Cozmm1n.'ity; 
-,. . 
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In addition, for some subsectors where teChnological developments 
. 
dictate enormous capital investment, the consultations might 
cast light on the extent to which existing plants and equipment 
' - ~ ' 
are deficient and what resources might be brought to bear to 
aeal with the problem. 
(b) There is no doubt that workable competition is the fastest and 
most reliable instrument for adapting an industr,y made up of 
so ~any undertakings. _ To ensure the introduction of workable 
competition, the Commission will carefully monitor all action 
by the Member States; it will see to it .that any intervention 
4 
by national public authorities compli~s with the EEC Treaty and 
with the guidelines. addresse~by the Commission to the Member 
States in the 19~ 1 and 1977 recommendations and outline 
directives on aid to text;i.les and the ready-made clothirig ind~stry. 1 
Improving the flow of economic and commercial information 
The Commission considers that the constant availability of information 
·is an essential tool-for assessing measures~ adapt the-Community's 
textile ip.dustry. A constant supply of- information of thil:! type . 
should be'accessible to all textile undertakings. 
(a) Industrial statistics for the textile and clothing industries. 
The Commission will take further steps to fill the gaps .in the 
' . 
harmonized production statistics for the Co~unity ~s a whole, 
particularly for the clothing industry • 
. ~ 
1
see also the communication from the Commission to the Council on 
final of Commission policy on sectoral aid schemes (COM{78)221 
25 May 1978) • 
I- .:: 
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All these s~atfstica must be compara"ble; iri other word,s,· they 
".must ·reflect the ,situation along the entire textile and cloth~g 
chain.-
The Commission is preparing to put out a quarterly monitoring 
-statement on the textil~ ~d clothing industry. ,'This w~ll be 
a more ~uccinot report, in which the basic data required for 
assessing both short and med.iUin-term trends in _the, principal 
economic factors {production, employmtmt, external ·trade, internal 
, ' • I 
demand, etc') w_Hl be_ updat~d as quickly as possible. T"nis summary 
ot statistics will be accessible at all times~· 
(b) So far, it has primarily the ;:;:mall ~d. medium-sized undertakings 
. . 
which cannot ·set up their ow:1 information systems, which have 
- ' - .. 
lacked the instrument of a detailed knowledge- of the Community 
market .axid changes in it.· This knowledge is vi tal to man?ge~ent 
because of the.Ilif!Y corqp1ex wo~kiilg stages 'Qetween raw· material-
. and. finished product, which make ·it difficult to adjust the . 
act.~vitias of un9-ertakings. further up the ·textile cha.in. t<l end 
demand.• 
' Information aho1A,ld ·tp.erefoi·e be concentrated on final consuinption 
and extend beyond ~he atrict limits ot statistics; it implies , 
regular· surveys and- a system for the constant provision of information · 
using methods. similar to those used in market surveys. . -
Here, too, ihe Commission_h~pes that the c~~sultations to be held 
.will mak.e .it possible to define requtrements and w~s and means 
of me~ting them. 
•. 
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3. Technological development and creativ.!.!~ L 
The Community industry must make the most o£ its advantages as 
regards tochnology, specialization and creativity. This means 
stepping up research and innovation. 
Examples would be the launching o£ new.products adapted to 
changes in li£e style (sports, leisure, £urnishings), £ully 
exploiting changes in fashion (taking ad.;antage o£ the proximity 
o£ the marke~), and. the use of new materialso 
Such activities belong essentially to private enterprise. Some 
Member States have programmes in support o£ this type o£ activity 
and now would appear to be the time to ensure that- these programmes 
. . -
become more effective by co'ordinat,ing such initiatives at Community 
level. 
In this connection attention _ should be drawn to the £irst common 
research programme pa~ly £inanced by Co~ity agencies. 
Preparations are under way to extend this programme on the .basis of 
some Comitextil projects which are well advanced. 
In conjunction with the European Association of Clothing Industries, 
I 
the Commission is planning a European conference on technological-
innovation, aimed at providing information for company directors, 
- particularly af small and medium-sized undertakings - on t~e 
potential of. existing technology and technology about to become 
operational. 
'A' .... • ...... ~ ' ' -, , -;":"' -~.' ' . 
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4• Public authority intervention 
Im~lementation of most of the_policy points set out above is 
·. ch~efly a matter for the enterprises concerned • 
. l 
The Community'.s' financial ~ids, which could be combi,rred with 
national aids, must be coordinated and,- like the latter,. abide 
by the aid direotives to the textile and ready~de clothing 
industry issued. by the Commission, so_ as to .facilitate adaptation 
~d-~ other sectoral ~lioy objectives agreed.upon. 
The European Social Fund will have a fundamental part ~o, play 
'in the future financing of social operations whi.oh must be' an 
integral part of .restructuring policy. 
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5. Promoting exnorts and action on the international environment 
-(a) The Community is the world's leading exporter of textiles and 
clothing. It must step up its 'efforts to e~pand sales in its 
traditional markets and win new ones. 
There are several factors in favour of'this policy: 
- the limited growth in the internal market; 
the need for fast 'turnover in prod~ction and therefore 
big outlets to bring returns on t.he heavy investment dictated 
by technological progress in plant and machinery, and on the 
use of high-level know-how to take advantage of those gaps in 
the export market still open to the Co~ity industri; 
-: the good reputatidn for innovation and fashion whi_eh our 
product's already enjoy abroad. 
(b) In addition to the systematic Community_action at international 
·level referred to below, support by national and Community 
authorities could also take the form of aid for ad-hoc proje~ts; 
this has already begun, of course, but could be intensified -
_e.g. prospecting for new markets and find~g out how to penetrate 
them, organizing deputations abroad, advertising campaigns, industrial 
fairs, specialist exhibitions, etc. 
This area offers a vast range of possibilities for inter-company 
collaboration at national or Community level and for the 
.. 
coordination .of national efforts. 
(c) The Community will try to reduce the barriers to international 
trade and, with'this in view, all its trading partners, whether 
·industrialized or developing, must follow suit. 
' 
' 
,. ; ~ 1' '- '. ,-
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The Commission 'will make ever,Y effort to promote a code ·of· 
prac~i~e on internation~~ trade in textiles. I~ will cond~ct 
its campai~ systematically at. multilateral and Qilateral 
leV'el and in all appropriate' arenas, as it believes that,_ 
where reducing barriers to international trade in textiles 
. . 
is concerned, t~e recip~ocity is essential. 
6• Cooperation with the third world 
The Community has already pointed out to the developing ~ountries 
the· risk~ they run in the present world· context ~ letting_ textiles 
·and clothing a~count_for·a di~prop_or~ionately large share-of their 
industrialization effort,· _and has suggested that they should enco\1.rage 
diversification of their-industrial activities in their 4evelopment 
plans. 
' The Community must,. however, allow for the existing inter~ependence 
. . . 
between itself and some developing countries where the textile 
~dustry is concerned. The industries of these countries are qnchored 
in a_framework of industrial cooperation. A ~ertain percentage pf their 
operations 'i·s ba~ed on eemi~finished Eu.rope~ products and frequently 
their produetion range cQmplements that of their overseas orde~ing 
. . . 
partners •. This situation, which results in reciproca~ advantages for 
both input and output, d~serves detailed examination in the context 
' of a st.rategy for the sector. 
The outward processing method - coul~ be one 
way of increasing~e competi~ivity of Community undertakings. In 
some subseetors it is possible by means of this process to strengthen· 
industrial production structures and maintain a certain level of 
· activity in t~e earlier processing stages in the chain. To:· ensure that 
advantages outweigh the disadvant~s of th~s pr~ctic.e, its use should 
be controlled and the.rules framed at Community level. In ~act, when 
it adopted the negotiating directives in 1977, the Council made 
provision ·for defining Communi~y rules on outward processing before 
the end of. 1978. 
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CONCLUSION 
1 •. It is the undertakings that will have to bear the brunt of the 
necessary effort to adapt the.textile and clothing industry to the 
conditions of international competition. If they are to succeed they 
must be able to count on a lead from, and support by, the public 
aut}lorities. 
2. In this paper the Commission has set out its policy proposals. 
It is' embarking on a progr.amme of consultations to help it define 
operational proposals for implementing the policy guidelines .for 
submission to the Council. 
3• · The Commission considers that, given the situation, this would be 
a particularly suitable time for holding a policy debate. 
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' r ANNEX I 
F,;QQNOMIC ASfEgi'S AND STATISTICS 
The r8.ison d'~tre of'the teXtile and clothing indu~tries is to pz:ocess 
natural and synthetic fibres, mainly into finished products for direct 
consumption (clothing, household linen, furnishings) and, to a lesser 
. but growing eXtent, into semi-finishe4 products used by other induS~ries. 
From initial_processing to final·working, the two are therefore linked· 
· .. 
by a c~mmon economic interest which justifies regarding them at· the outset 
as a 'Single· composite branch of economic activity~ Considered by itself.,· 
_ho~ever, this composite branch is· extremely heterogeneous: . its component ·' 
industries are shaped not only by the technoiogical and economic constraints 
. . 
characteristic of the ·processing or working stage which is their place in. 
t ' - • 
. . 
t~e textile chain,. but also .bY historical developments which created · 
Pcwtioular trading links. Thus each coUn.try b.a.s a wool . and a cotton 
industry, each w~th their own distinctive f~atures, although the" technologi~al· 
. steps invo.lved are :t'airly. similar .and both are using an increasing proJ)ortion. 
of-synthetic fibres as raw materials. Similarly, some· countries can still 
·be .said. to have a silk industry,.although it is involved in many activities 
which, in other countries, 'are an integral part of the cotton industry.- · f:~ .· .'!'his means t:readin~ carefully in a.n;y sort. oi' systematic ap,;roach io the 
· textile industry and also that a cursory presentation will inevi·tably be· · i· 
' 
·somewhat arbitrary. 
'. 
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In this paper the only distinction made is· between those two la~ge and 
distinct branches, the textile industry and the clothing industry. 
Nevertheless, in the textile industry attention must also be paid to . 
a few of the subsidiary industries - the wool-type industry, the 
·.cotton-type industry and the knitting industry. The first two deal 
with almost the entire volume of fibres at the spinning and weaving 
stages; the third subsector - using a highly integrated method of 
operation and its own characteristic technology which sets it apart 
from other textile industries -·essentially produces finished articles 
which account for a large propor~ion of the clothing market. 
The Community textile industry's supplies and the use made of its products 
The-Community textile industry processes approximately 3,2 million tj.Year1 
of textile threads and fibres, including: 
385 000 
904 000 
1 911 000 
t of wool, i.e. 12% 
t of cotton, i.e. 28% 
t of man made fibres, i.e. 6ofo 
the rest is made up of various natural fibres such as silk, flax, hemp, 
jute and other hard fibrea. 
Whilst the.EEC imports all the raw cotton and almost all the wool it 
processes, it is a net exporter of synthetic threads and fibres. 
The di~~ri~ution, per consumer sector, of the materials processed is as 
:follows. : 
Clothing: 
Domestic uses: 
Industrial uses: 
51% 
33% (12% thereof in carpets) 
16% (3% thereof in tyres). 
1 
In 1975 (Source: CIRFS Year Book for 1977 
2CIRFS Year Book for .1977. 
·. 
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II. Size .and economic ch~racteristics. of the textile and clothing industries 
.~· (-a) !,h~ ,tela,1i_!e_i,!!P,£r,1a;uc.2,' ,g,f_t]le.!!e .. )~!!dE.s,irj.e,! .£O,mp~r~d_w.!,th ~~U!a.£t~,!,n~ 
industries as a whole . 
----...---------
,Taken together, the textile and clothing industries still occupy an 
I • 
important position as regards both employment and added value in the 
t . manu:t:a.oturing industrie_s of. the Community- countries. Thl:s is shown by 
1 
• th& figures in Tables ·I: and II below. 
Table I 
· · Employment.,in the textile and clothing-·industries ~s- .a p~rcentage of 
employment in all manufa.cturipg industries 
I 
(S.OEC-industrial ·survey of 1975 ,_establishments employing-over. 2~ 'i>ersons; · 
of Table III) . 
EEC D F I NL B L UK 'IRL · 
. _Textile industry ( 6. 9) 4.6. 7.3. 9·5 (6.o) ' (10.6) 1·2 
Clothing industry · (4. 3) '3.2 4~6 5.2 ' (3. 7) 6.7 1.4 4·3-1: . !l'extilea and clotbing(11.2) 7.8 11.9 14.7 (9-7)' (17 ,3) 11.5 
I' 
Table II 
)· 
Added _value in th~ te~ile ~clothing-industries as a p,rcentage ~f 
•. added value_ i~ all- manufacturing industries 
(1975 indu~riai ~'\U"Vey -.establishments emplo~ng ove·r 20 persons). ·' 
·n 
-F I NL B L UK IRL DK I., 
" Textile 
DK 
).2 
'3.0.' 
·6.2 
industry ~.8 5·2 6.9 (4.0) (6.2) 4.1 ((8.1))' 3.1 I ,_ 
Clothing industry 2.2. 2.9 '(1.'0 2.5 (2~9) 2.,3 ((3.8 ~) 2.0 
Text~les and clothing 6.0 1·1 9.8 (5.7) (9.1) 6.4 ,5.1 
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'l'.ABLE Ilia Number or establiBbinente and jobs in textile and olothing industries in 1975· 
{establishments employing over 20 persons)* • 
. •ooos p.e ... thousands of 
persons employed 
, 
, . 
4 
• 
... 
Manufacturing industries Textile industry Of which wool-type Of which cotton-type Of which knitted and Clothing indust.,. 43 431 432. croch4j6d goods - 453 v 
L • 
~ 
IRL~. 
DK 
Est ab. 
.31.?40 
26·5!0 
28 677 . 
6 1I6 
6 154 .. 
165 . 
89 430 
(3 394) ' 
2 991 
•coos p.e. Estab. 
j. 7 260 
' I
t 
: 
' 
4-780 
.3 66o 
930 
970 
:-:""·-" . -
7 . .510 
(210) 
1.872 
2 039 
3 307 
306 
(7I4) 
3 808 
rn 
OOOsp.e Estab. 900s p. e ·Est ab. OOOs p.e. Estab. OOOs p.e. Estab. 
I 358 I 
• 328 
i ~ I 
352 I 
·I 
54 
5.51 
(25) 
12 
159 
282 
696 
103 
.. (SO). I 
852 I. 
(51) t 
I6 
38 
47 
77 
26 
(I6) 
95 
(7) 
1 
31.5 
303 
436 
I I . 
I 
i 
~ : 
! 
II5 
17 
93 
(89) (23) 
596 105 
(23) . t .... (3) 
9 1 
111· I 
• 552 f -. I . 
_l.II7 .
1
! 
76. 
( 202) 
2-322 
93 
96 I 2.2I7 
83 1'818 
87 l. 748 
11 434 
(14)' (725) 
259 
(12) 
5. 
I ' 11 6,229 
I94 
l 
OOOs p.e 
250 
2C11 
193·. 
33 ! 
. 
(60) l 
I 
. 0~1 1 
333 · .. ·: 
(17) ~ 
11 I 330 .. •. -~--~'1_~_4·-~---~~i-~_i_~,·~:l~_.n_s~~2-·2_3_,_·_·~1 -~-~_;_s_n_._•_i·_·_4_n~-'---~-3~-··_~~-~-~~·~·-n_.l_Hj;~ 
.,,_ 
11974 tiglirei!J 
21913 figures 
' . 
*Except for the United Kingdom, for which all esta~lishments have ~een included. 
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Fbr-each Nember State Table III ~ves the _numbe~ of establishments and 
persons employed in the, textile industry (with de'tails for the wool, cotton 
arid knitti~g i~duatries) ~d the· clothing industry. For purposes of , 
comparison, the Table gives the same dat.a for all_ manufacturing industries. 
\. 
The figures are taken from the cQordinated ind~strial survey conducted by 
the SOEC. As they cover only those establ,ishments empioyirig over 20 people, 
-' ' . 
they do not exactly·refleot the complete picture in-the two branches. 
The figures given for the textile industry, are only slightly l'ow~r than. 
the true ti~es, but thia is not so for thtt read,y"'""Aade clothing 8ector1 
as can be seen. from ~able IV. 
Table IV. 
Structure of clothing undertakings in certain Member. States and corresponding 
numbers ~ployed 
' 
' 
D (t975) F (1974) I (1971) .. B (19?4) 
'\ 
Establ,.isments. llumbep of NUIOber Number of Number Number· of Number Number of .:NUttiber 
~ploying establish- employed establish- employed 
menta . Jifents . 
"--
-
From 'l to 9 
lla£$-earners 2 181 9 143 . 
From 5 to .9 
wage-earners . 
J',rom 10 to 49 
wage-earners 2 57,7 . 66 453 1 718 41 699 
All. 
.. tablishments . 6 462 296 628 25~ 217 "525 
(more than ·10 
wage-euners) 
r • 
establish- employed 
menta 
~ 482 
4 250 
95 832 
' 
.. 
... : 
145 111• 
87 676 
416 447 
. ... 
establish- employed 
menta . · 
.. 
200 1 564 
771 18 278 
1 409. 66 512 
.. 
-
c 
·;t 
. ' 
'• 
-~· 
,.• 
- ,· 
' . 
·- . 
'" 
' 
"< 
J--: 
.. [..., 
__ ,"' 
- . . -- - _..,., ~ 
')." 
D ,· 
!' 
I 
m,· 
I· 
. 
. ~ 
B 
~- l L 
,, . 
1_ UK 
j 
I IRL 
J DK .. l ,, 
I 
........ ,_-.,_ .... , ......... 
I 
. ! 
t 
l 
. ! . 
I· 
! 
;.~-
Turnover per person employed, 
in •ooo EtJR 
Textiles Clothing 
IO.l 
I I' 29Q., l·. 22.2 
24.8 19 .. ~ I 
' f : . - . 
.. 
22.2 15.6 
l6.3 
12.5 
t . 
36.6 ' 24.5 rt.2 
. ; I 
.. 
I u.s 
. 
. . . .. j . :21,., .. ! I . - . . . .. . .... , ---t . . . . . 
·. : : l: ·. '_· ·: : .·I ~-
. .. . ... 
' I 
11.1 ... 1)~4 ~:-- .,, 7' 
~ .. . . 
I 
. - t ! 
' 
I 2a,o. . 23 • .3 15.4. 
' 
I 
I 
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TABLE V 1 Economic features 
Value added per person employedv 
in •ooo EUR 
(gross - cost of factors) 
Manufacturing 
industries 
(14). 
·f 
11 .. 3._ 
~-1 
. . 
12.3. 
. 
; 
... 
. 
• • -r-' t. e 
. 
Textiles 
,(10) 
·• ' 
...,. 
9el 
5.9 
8~6 
l,l 
..... 
~ 
4.8 .. 
I 
J 
t .. 
8 
Clothing 
. ,. 
(7.7) 
5.8 
4 .. 5 
5,8 
5e4 
_,... .. 
.. 
1 .. .-.3.4 
., 
J 
' ... ·_· . . . _. 
. . 
I 6.9 
I 
;• 
6 
0 
-
Total wages as a proportion 
of added value 
Manufacturing 
industries 
(5%) 
{63%). .. 
(71%) 
(6%) ._ 
.. ., . 
·..... .. . -· _,. .... .; 
56% 
. 63% 
·:· . .....,; 
B;!fo. 
Textiles Clothing 
'l6.2'jt 7o% . ., 
-. . ..
. . 
.. 
&>.~ 81~ 
~ 
( 
. ~ 
76.~ 
. 
82.5~ 
-ffl~ 
a.t( 
. l - I 
- ~o:&,(_ ·•·· • ·c; "}_o·.~- " -I 
.. ·' . 
.. ' 
I • 
. f 
1 (79.a-fo) . , t : , 1f$ -_._; .. ·.:.· . 
. . t 
. ' . -- I . . ' . : . .. I 
,; · ........ , . . i 
. ... .: ; 
' • . . 83"' . : 
. . .,. I 
. i. .. .. 
I I · ... I. ·-
\.eo.~ 
-----. 
f . 
I 
~ -~ .. 
: ',' 
i. 
f' 
I I. 
~ 
~ 
. . .... 
,· ~7-
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A brief ·ske~ch of the economic :feature·s of these industries can be obtained 
by comparing some. of th~ basic data for these sectors with comparable data 
for manufacturing industr.y as·a.whole. 
The data selected and given in Table V ~re as follows: 
- turnover per person employed;' 
. _,;.. added value per person employed; 
- total wages as a proportion of. added value. 
I 
Table V shows that· the textile· industries as. a whole,· a.pd particularly the 
. . . 
clothing industry, are labour-intensive compared with the average for the . 
~. 
manufacturing indus:t; ries .-
The labour :force is less well paid ,tha:rf on average in manufacturing 
. induQtries, as can ·be seen from Table VI. · 
Tal?le VI 
Gross wages paid to wage-earners in 1974 ('000 EUR per person) 
D F I B 'L UK IRL DK 
·Manufacturing 
industri'es 6.5 5.2 4.2 6.7 3-9 7.4 
Te~iles 4.8 4.2. 3·.3. 5-5 4.0 3.4 6 •. 1 
·.Clothing 4' ·3.3 2.8 3·9 3.0 2.2 5·3 
•'I' 
.·, 
',., 
'.-. 
.. 
.; .. : 
-
' . 
. , 
"·('·. 
' . 
. ' 
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The value of the market for all textiles and clothing is not directly.known •. 
To obtain an idea of the quantitative relationship between production and 
the market, however, the value of the Community market can be assessed by 
ass~mine that it-represents Community production less/plus the balance of 
trade with non-Community countries. The result of such an assessment, 
based on data for 1975, is given in Table VII. 
Table VII 
Assessment of the value of the Community market in clothing and textiles 
in 1975 (in million EUA) 
Turnover of Exports outside Imports into Balance of Apparent 
EEC indust:cy the EEC the EEC trade with value of 
non- EEC market 
-Community 
.. countries 
Textiles . 26 ooo1 3 422 2 641 + 761 25 200 approx 
·Clothing 22 7002 1 411 2 828 
-. 1 417 24 100 approx 
1 . . 
NACE 43 less 80% of NACE 436 (Clothing and knitted goods). 
2NACE 453 plus 80% of NACE 430 (Clothing and knitted goods) • 
• 
.. ' 
- • _,., t~ 
, r 
- 9.-' 
. 
I The table, in vthich the data is expressed in terms of value, shows that the 
I> 
. ' 
! . 
balance of trade is positive for textiles and that the 
<Community market· absorbs. most of the deliveries, and hence of the prpd~ction, 
'of its own industr,y. Where cloth~ng is concerned, the b.aiance of trade is 
in defici_t, but 'the net imports represent only a relatively modest share of. 
the Community market~ However, this is an overall view of a market in which 
. 
the s'ituation varies.widely a.t-the level of individual products, for some of 
. ' • _- .• t ' 
·_ · 'Which the penetration rate of imports is much more than 3o%. 
• 
!II. · Trends in the textile and clothing industries in the last few years 
Tables VIII and IX give trends in employment in ·the Member States between 
1970 and ·.1976. . The' two tables show clearly .the drop in numbers employ~d 
. in textiles an~ clothing, . the- drop being more marked in the textile :industry,· 
__ pa,rticula:r-ly between 1973 - the last year of economic prospe:d ty and 1975 •. 
Tables X and XI show the trend in prod:u:ction for textiles and clothing., as. 
. indicated by the index, between the last years of economic prosperity· and 
1977 •. 
··The tnend in the Community index shows that, for both textiles and Glothing, · 
production has not yet regained the 1973 level. 
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TABLE. VIII ,, 
• ' -" 
Employment trends in. th~ ;~~~ile ·indus~ry ........ 
Persons employed, in thousands 
~.- • ;- M • • • 1 ~-~-. 0 o 
, __ 
i 
1970 1972 1973 1974 1975 1916 1977 I I 
I 
. 448 425 387 351 338 328 
J D.-
p 406 398 387 363 353 341 I 
\ 
I 377. 374 364 345 (335) 317 
NL 64 59 57 51 47 43 
·n 88 87 83 74 71' 63 ' 
~ 
L 
-_ UK-· 524 5I8 504 458 454 448 
Irt 23 23 22 19 20. ·20 
' Io I6 DK 22 2I I8 I5 
EEC (2 !25) 1 950. 1·905 l-821 1 678 1 635 l 577 
TA~LE IX 
1 
_ . _ Emplo;Ymez:t trends in t~e. c:lothing _i_ndustry j • ' I • ', .. .. : Persons employed, i~ thousands· 
1970 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 ? 
- D 362 350 302 280 . 263 (256) 
- F 307 304 . 290 280. 280 280 
I 207, 2!6 220 211 (206) .1.96 
,• 
N"'J.. 49 44 35 29 26 23 ' 
B 65 66 64 59 53 48 
-L 0.7 0.1 0.7 o.6 0.6 0.5 
- UK 340 327 322 307 303 . 295 
Irl .. 17 17 16 14 12 12 I 
DK 18 18 14 I4 13 13 
:::.Ec (1 340) 1 366 1 343 1 264 1 196 1 !56 . 1 !23 
----..... - - ··- .. -
~,- i . 
I, - D 
~- • - F-
~ I . ! :' -
' ~\ 
. , B 
I ' UK 
lRL 
DK 
EEC 
i :· 
\ 
t . 
L · .. ·.• ~ . . . 
I .. 
I 
~. . 
.. 
t I. 
~. , 
I:, 
~- -
r 
D' I 
F 
NL 
I 
:a 
L 
·UK 
IRL 
UK 
EEC 
w~ 
''•. 
~ • • t 
Japan 
:~-. • - • ,j, 
•'-
r---· 
". 
I 
. 1972 
_ I08.6 
1_19.! 
106.3 
'96·.8 
' I06.) 
1or.s 
IIO.l 
112.4 
108.6 
'• ·; "!".~-- -.!~ .. ;-~ .- ,·. ' <; :.~: 
. -. ~ il :- ·. . _) 
I973 . 
108.8 
113 .. 1 
114 .. 8 
. 96 •. 0 
1()6.1 
105.6 
1:25.8 
IIO.O 
TABLE. 
~-
. ·j 
-· 
' ' 
l974-
103.0 
f10 .. 4 
II2.7 
93-4 
100"7 
96.0 
II9~8 · 
.. 
.,, 
1975 
.. 
99~5 
98.6 
104.4 
78-1 ':; 
86.4· 
90.9 
:tro.9 
\ 
:a:o;.2. 97.5 
XI 
I 
. Clo1;hing prod.uP,t-ion indices 
: I972 1973 - I974 1975 
107.4 100.3 92.0 93-8 
.. . . .. •· 
97.3 86.2 
; 
75 .. ( . - 68.6 
91-9 93-0 92-5 ,· 85.1 
124 .. 8 125.1 · I3I.5 130.1 
-1li.O 148.2 . - 145.2 122.1 
109.7 ·117 112.4_ I;t5.0 
• 
.. 
• • 
• • • • 
104,7 103.·'8- 99-4. :98.4 
108 1I6 · II3 106 
103 II7 105 ?1 
. -· 
.. 
'j' 
1976 
!07. 7 y 
I06 
. 122.2 
80.8· 
96 
., 
106.8 
' 
.. -~. 
..... · 
-
1976 
91.4 
• 
. 62.2 
104.7 
. 125~ 7 
112.8 
II).'j 
.. 
• 
IOI 
(128) 
10, 
1977 
Io6 .. o 
'104.5' -
. 117.4 
. 79-9 
84.2 
' 
. 91.0 
137-3-
103_.$ 
. I977 
. 8{3;. 5 : ~-
.. 
56.4 
IOI.l . 
1.19-4 
97 .) 
II8.5 
• 
• 
100.3 
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Nevertheless, there are fairly large variations in the trend in different 
countries. The very marked drop in textile production_, particularly 
clothine, in the Netherlands is particularly obvious. On the othe.r hand, . 
there has been some growth, in spite of the crisis, in Italian and Irish 
textile production. These facts illustrate individual tendencies for 
each of these cotintries; in the Netherlands the textile and clothing 
industries are becoming less important and the crisis has merely hastened 
the trend. In Italy, on the other hand, where the textile and clothing 
industries are still a major component of manufacturing industry as a 
whole, a certain_ revival began in 1976. 
~s stated in the memorandum, the crisis is due to the combination of a 
marked slowing down of market growth following the economic crisis and a 
large increase in imports. 
We saw earlier that 50% of semi-finished textile products were intended 
for ~he manufacture of clothing. An examination of expenditure on clothing 
over the laSt decade shows that the amount spent by househoi~s on clothinff 
as a proportion of total expenditure is decreasing. What is more, clothing 
is one of the'first items on·which consumers cut back wheri their purchasing 
power stagnates o~even declines. It is therefore obvious that one result 
·i 
of the crisis of the last few years has been a noticeable decrease in j 
purchases of clothing. What is more, consumers, attracted by th·e. low pric~s, J 
have bought more products from non-member countries. This has directly ' 
restricted the Community's clothing industr,y market and indirectly the 
Community's textil~ industry market, whose natural customer is the clothing 
industry. 
CST 
I 
--- .. 
'65 
: 
841 
' 
- . 
CO~i:·iERCE DE LA CE (EUR 9) - CST 65 Fils, tissus, art. c0>'1L en tissus _ Yarn, fabric e.n2 nade up textiles 
EEO TIH.DS CST f.:. 1 Veterent s - Clothing 
---
Origine resp. 
destination 
. 
. -
~ 
Ex tra-CE 
Classe 1 
Classe '2 
-~ 
Classe 3..--. 
Ext ra-CE 
Classe 1 
' 
Classe 2 
Classe 3 I 
!"'PORT . EXPORT 
en 1000.tonnes valeurs Mi_o UCE en 1000 tonnes valeurs Mio UCE 
75 76 "77 75 76 
992 1234 1209 2760 3752 . 
+23,4 -2% +35% 
496 611 561 1536 2041 
oC-2-3% -81'2% a +32% 
386 486 521 944 1352 
+25,8% +9 0 2% +43% 
. 104 -
--136 127 - --255 ... . 356-
+13,1% -7,6% ft39,6% 
349 42l) 413 309(: 4257 
i-21,6% -2,7% . 1+37 ,6% 
86 106 106. 1052 1373 
+.23% -0"3~' +30_.67. 
211 253 252 1611 235l~ 
~20% -0,6% l-t-46% 
51 65 55l~ 529 
+26,8% .-14% . ' rt26~'. 
n ·-- 75 76 77 75 76 77 . 
i 
4083 1061 11167 1184 4013 4801 5322 
+81. t9,94 +1,4% +19% +Hl% I 
2169 S87 657 653 2354 2867 3112 
+6% +11,8% -O,S5X +21% +8,5% 
1537 321 351 398 1050 1271 1612 I 
+13% + 9,4% +13,5% +2m +20% +26~8% I 
. 3·77·- ' 153 159 132··- . 6d? ' 662 ... 596". --·~ 
+5,9% -+t:Js ""17% +9/~ -1o% 1 
~ I 
4591 96 105 115 1556 '1975 2476 
+7,8% +107. +9% +26,9Y. +25% 
1515 6~ 72 76 1171 11-81 1796 
I i-1 0% +18% +5,,8% I +26,~5% -+21}; e 
0 
2526 
28 I 26 32 308 l;07 594 +7,3i. -e-7% +22% -:-3n: +46% 
. 
-I 
~-1 6 1 6 11 sr I ss 
+4% ~.-~-- _. +6~7~ ~6~4% _I ~~-r"'12~-s _ -1,s% __ ~ 
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1. 
THE TEXTILE I~WORTS REGIME 
' ' ' -
The Community has negotiated agreements with 23 supplying 
countries, arr~gements have been devised for 6 oountries'with: 
whom it-has preferential agreements and it has established 
· unilaterai regimes for Taiwan and the state-trading countries. 
A total of 40 countries are in consequence covered for the 127* 
' . ' 
categories of textile products which have been established to 
group together the 900 or so NIMEXE positions in the textile.· 
chapter of the COT. 
The bilateral textile agreements negotiated by the Community, 
and the related arrangements drawn up at the same time, establish 
\ ' 
the ·folloWing regimes for each category of textile imports 
originating-in low-cost countries. 
i) either: qgantitative limits for each' category of sensitive 
products from th.ose countries which are major suppliers. within· 
this product category (these limits are ba~ed on the actual 
imi>orts for 1976 with allowance for a·moderat-e growth rate; 
for eight extremely sensitive categories, these limits are 
contained within "internal" glo'}Jal ~eilillgs ). 
· · .. ii) or: a mechanism for pote:qtia.l limitation with regard to: 
these same sensitive products, bUt originating in countrie~ 
which are less significant supplier~; 
products which are less sensitive at the mom~nt, but which 
· could become more serlsitive. 
This mechanism, known.as· "exit from the basket",· constitutes 
a regulatory instrument for avoiding the Undesirable effects 
of a possible build-up' of imports. 
*For state trading_countries only 11 categories are covered, these 
are 1-8, 12 1 15B and 16. 
.. 1 
'' 
~ ~~· 
- -~· 
. ' 
- .• 
.. ·. 
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'l'N'o import regimes are .in operation. . The first covers product-a ·fa-r . .. -:> 
which quotas· (d.efinitive ~ti.ta.tive limits). hav.e bee~ neg()tia.ted. · ~ · .-. ·.- . ·.·:~ 
Quotas have been r set f~r the . ma~ori ty Of the 40 !'JUpplying COUntries . 
. . . . ' 
for th~ -categ-ories in Group I, tlie supers~sitive products (cot :ton . . -~ 
. - . - -- . 
yarn:; cotton fabrics;_ man-Jiade :·fibre fabrics; knitted t-shirts, e:to, . 
• 
• ;; • F ·kn~t'ted_ pullQVers_,eto; trousers;, b'loliiJes; men':s ·shirts). l • 
! -
.. · 
:.;:_ ........ 
Category 1 2' 3 ·4 ·5 .6 7 8 
. 
' 
: 
... 
[ .. :. . ' . -No of countries covered 24 28. 18 26' 24 23 26. 22 •. 
-
-~of 1976 ~orts extra· ' I • 1 ... ~ ' ,._-
cEE suwliedby these 92.4 . 68.2 . 6_3.3 88.9 89.3 73 74.6 96.6 
ooun:trl.es '· < •' 
,· 
i.' 
I ~_-%of ~976 low cost 96·9 93•4 95.1 90·3 93.8 18 76~5 99 -
imp-orts .supplied 
-
.. 
by ·these oountri.es - ·' 
•' '· 
. 
.• ; 
• I - ' 
In 1976 GrOup I accounted .fw 53~3% by weight o:f· all imports extra CEE 
~-;. ·of Groups· 1·.- VI. combined. {In 1977 it ·was 51.4~b7·weigbt and 45.8% 
r -~ UCEa). ·· · 
[: . '•·· 
; ' 
-. ~ 
'. 
-
' ' ' ·~ ' 
'. :. '• .. 
··· ... · 
... 
-· -.: 
_, l, .. )•"' 
~"!!:"·~-1{1·.~~ .. -..'<;, .... ,.,.._-\.~-~~.- '- ~--'\ • 
-:;l(: .... - ' ' ,-.. • ~· ' • '~- ' - , -' , ' • _- - J: ',- :_ '• "" - . ' ' . , I - • 1,. ' ~ - i -_ - -' _· ' 
~f.;_-'.·:·-_-.-- ... 4.-, ~r 0~0\.U)·Ii-prod.u~a-the·nufober· o~ Oo\m~riea :for··whioh-<l\l~taa ha.~: -
~;·:~: . - ~-b~en fi~~d ar~: . . . . % of 1976 ,impons covered . 
:;~10.~ by quotat;J 
Cat 
I 
-
., 
'9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14A 
14B 
15A · 
15B 
16 
11 
18 
19 
.{ 2G 
2' 22 
.23 
; ; 
'24 
25 
26 
~ : '- I 27' 
28 
t.·.·.· 
1 -
29 
30A 
30B. · 
. 31 
·. No 'of Countries 
6 
2 
4 
12 
1 
2 
4 
4 
13 
13 
4 
5 
5 
8 
5 
9 
3 
7 .. 
10 
9 
8 
4 
4 
.4 
5 
4 
Extra - EO 
68.1 
89.0 
76.7 
75·1 
79.4 
.86.9 
59.2 
85.8 
44•3. 
44.1· 
57.0. 
94.7 
54.0 
_63-.9 
50.2 
42·9 
74.3 
69.7 
55·0 
70.3 
61.5 
(59.3 
19.6 
43.8 
46.2 
Low-cos-t 
80•7 
. 97·5 ''' 
83.7. 
- 86.6 
84.8. ' 
·94·9 . '• 
88.4 
92.0 
73·3 
78·4 
78.2 
100.0 
62..-1 
82.1 
·86.4' 
67.8 
79.2 
80.8 
80.5 
86.0 
72.3 
. &3·5 
8).} 
{ · · Group II 
'l -' • ~ 
59·5. 
44·5 
75·1 
81.6 
1
. :.: · ..· . · .. In 1976 G;oup Ir' as .a ~hole accounted for 16.8% by weight of all 
:-. imports in Groups/I- VI (for 1977 the figure-~s 16.8%by·weight 
4-: .•. ' and 22.8\( in UCEs). GrOllpQ I and U together thus cOver two-thirds 
-:' .. ;;...' · of the ECs imports of textiles from -third countries. For Groups III 
-:·t ··: '· 
,,j .. 
'l' • ~ .-: . 
. .\ . 
f 
... 
' i 
J,.- '.. 
. . . 
'' ._' 
:'-
j;,''' 
~t. 
to VI the number of supplying countrfes fo.r each category controlled. 
by quota limits is less' but in ~l- -cases the mao~l' suppliers of ea~· .product 
· · are quota co~tr~ll~d· 
5· 'nle second import regime, c$lled the basket sys_tem, establisheS.. 
a threshold level for each product, expressed.as a percentage of the 
• ' • I 
previ1lus year's- extra-GEE impOrts (3!) not_ covered by a 
quantitative limit fo~ a stated supplying country. These threshold 
- .. - ·-
level's, whicll can operate at Community' or regional level, assure that 
.each of the supplying countries is aware in advance at What leVel 
.of' exports the .Community is likely to feel concerned and may dec.ide 
to seek consultations in order to stabilise. imports. (The Percentages 
are: .. Group I - 0.2%, Group II ;.. 1.2%, Groups III-V - 4%). 
* 1978 threshol~s are based on 1977 total imports, or 1976 if these were 
higher 
• 
·' 
. ' 
' .'I
' 
,... Jl. .. Jlfill)ii!l~l §1i IUFJ!f"Sf 72111f 1 .R~. ! I . : 
·:"'(.-~ ... ~~.:;~~~~:. ·~:·~·~·· · ... --·~ :' . ' .·· .· 
'\ \ ... . . ,' - ~ 
)_- .. ',•. 
; ·' . . . ' .. ~· . ·: .. . . . .. . 
; " .• ••. ·. b- ·; -· .:.· ' 0 ••• • • ~· ..... .. • - ~ ' • ... '. - - • • • 
. \: · · ;~.: · :. '!be ·.Ne~~e growth rateS' to~ im:Poi-ts- :un~r qUota from,: 1978 t.o·· 
·· ~ J • 1982 ·ror. the -~teg()ries il'1 q~OU:p I ·are· a.S f~llows: ' 
Categor,t 1 ·&· 2 -· ttccoun~e~ ·:ftir by increases fGr 1978 as compared 
'i- ' 
: .. ~ . 
,, 
' ~ ' 
l'·. 
·, 
·. 
·: · ·_ wit{ 1976; ·category· 3 - 2.75~; •. Ca.tego:cy 4 - 3"; ~ .Ca.tegQey_ 5 ~ -4~.1"; 
CategorY' 6 -· ,3.1~ · -category 7 - 1.5%; . Category. ·a ,... 1.6~ 
:a. 
- -. 
For Group II the aver~e .growth rate is 41&, fo~ Groups m and IV .. 
it i:S .6-8~ and for Group _V (in which' there are few. ~~egories to 
. :which quotas awly in re_spect of some· U.jor sup~l,-ing_ countrieah: · · 
-_it is an ave~age of 6%,. . ·. -It shoUld. also .be .noted that 'impoi-t& ·. 
--. -~ 1977 -d~cl~ed f~om the pe~ reached in 1976 for'.ln.oat groups . 
~d in J){l.rtioular in the ·~ighly sensitive ones, Group I and' l_i. .. 
·Group I 
Group II 
_Group .III 
..... 
Group IV 
_Group V" 
Group VI 
7~ 
75 
.8.6 
:.12ll' 
694 
228 
284 
56 
81 
(million' kg) . 
·I~ is important. to ensure. that thes_e regimes are functioning 
properly. -This ,requires constant ~ni toring of trends in 
. i~ports :to inake Certain' tpat the -ciuantitat'ive r~s~raints. and 
oth'er provisions. of the agreements· and arr.a.rtgements. are obs~rved. 
. - ' . 
· 'lb_e ·commif!Si.on 'has. ~et . Up the neces~ry-machinery· for th~~ t "\lut. 
-its·s~ooth operation-requires ~he close cooperation of.th~ 
Me~ber States ,in the management .of. these agre~ments and ~rrangements~ 
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Annex Ili-
. , . 
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. . :-· 
In view of the situation -in the textile/clothing industry described. · 
above, the Commission considered it necessary i.ri_ 1971 1 to lay down 
· '-the -guidelines - and to supplement them in 19772 - wider which it 
reviews the ·aids ·granted by· the· Member ~tates. These guidelines 
also make it possible for'Member States to take account of policies 
whenever it· seems advisable to intioduoe state aids. 
In particular, at. the time of dl'awing up the eupplement to the 
approach to aids to the textile. industry in 1977, the Commis.sion 
·considered i:t advisable to take S:s .its ba.sis the trend in. the Community . 
_industry,.which could be summarized as follows: 
~the textile/clo~hing industry is oharacteriz~d by chronic' 
. . 
econ-omic difficulties, shrinking market.s and a high leV-el 
_of unemployment. 
/' .. 
. . 
The_textile industry is more acutely aff~cted by problems of 
emplo~ent than other industries; imports from· outside the 
. Commtmity· and the proces!=I:Uig traffic put increasing pressure· 
. on. the Commuility textile ·industry.· 
'· 
1Doc. SEC{71) 363 final of 22 July 1971. 
2 
Doe. SEC(77) 317 of 25 January 1977. 
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Und~ thase circ:wnata.trees.~ s~v~ral. Member States have been. oblige4._. . :.~ 
. ti;, ~pply vari~u~t meaQures of sia~.t~. assistance t() their own ind~st.ry/; . . ~: -~ 
-:. -- · ~e Co~is~ion," in ~viewing these~measUl"es:, ·has ·~nde.avo~ed t·o · . - .. - ·.,< ,>~ 
ensure'·that 'the nati~rtal aids g:r~t~d to 'the ~eitile/clothing ' . ·_ .. ·,~ 
indu!Siry:d_o not .have the' e:f'fect of simplyt~a.nsfer~ing di:fficulti~. :;:~--~:·.~ 
, . ' .. :::~:/!ember State to another 8lld Creating new sw-j>lus prOduciiOn , . :,)·;j 
- it nevertheless. s.eeme9. n~ee~s-ary, in view of the situa~io.n noted . :,, / ·~j 
. ab:ov~, t~ define certain gui.deiine~ .. to the 1'97.1 app~oach so that. , . . ,~:;~ 
l.fember· States. may be aware of the position the Commission is ob_l,.ig~d. _. '\ · .-~,-~:{l 
to take wh.en. re~iewing each. sectorai. a ;id· e~a.rked for tpe :.textile/ clothi,ng : .-~,, ,'>ii 
. . . . . - ' . . . ' . . -;~ \i 
industry: on the one· hand, t'~ avoid e1t~cer'Qating ~he prQblem of· .. ~, ~l 
~ over.capacity; on the· other, to ensure· coordination· of -decisions · : .. ~--J~ 
l • ·-
·affect~ aids :ti·o th~ industry, . whe.ther sect oraL or . under the. 
- ' <' ' ' 
~~~:'. ~: . '.. ·. va.:riQUS types of' Commu.nit~ aid such as the R~€;ional_ or Social Fund,. . 
~' ,: ~- · or loans from the EIB. 
'!•-
.-. 
.: -'· 
', .. -
~,'Ihe 1977- supplement t.o the. approach .se·t-s out the Commission's 
. -
posi'f;ion; . especially t4k:ing :account of: 
:-.problems of_ overcapa.oi ty, · ',: • 
. . 
.'- · ·• the need. for pos_s.ib~e ·ruture aid~· to· envisage .and make possible 
,-., 
redevelopment; . 
.. .;.. t~e. need to examine all assistance 'to the _t_~xtil~folothing . 
..... ~industry-:-· whatever the 'form - in·the light of the economic 
.... ' .p • • -
. ·. situation t~oughout the Community~ within the seotor ·or brano~ 
'.of ae)tiv~ty concerned.. 'lhis, reqitirement is esst:~ntial .particularly 
:· _ tp .ensure; that decisions .t~er1 for the same s.ector, .. branch or 
'. und.ert~in~· in; the. te~ile/ciothing ind~stcy,_ whether· fu.volviDg 
national or Community assistance, are· Jlllltua.lly compatible- ana. · 
cons is tent •. 
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- · The represent_atives of-the Member States were consulted in __ good 
time oil the s~plement to the approac};l; follo~ing ~hl.s consultation;· 
· the Commission forwarded it to the various governments. 
' -
While taking account of the polj~ies· set ~t· in its· approach, 
the Commission has on several occasions defined its positi~n with 
respect to some specific branches of the textile/clothing industry, 
' by ~pproving .at operational level the policy l~id down in its ~·neral < .-
guidelines for the industry as a whole. '!he following documents were 
issued: 
'. 
- the Commission Communication3 concerning the criteria for·. 
asses.sing the · inte'rvention of the various financial . instruments : · 
and of certain Community_policies in the textile and clothing_ 
sector; 
- . . ' '4 
...; theCommission'Recommendatiqn addressed to.Member States 
concerning the tights and .stockings subsector of the textile 
industry; 
-·the letter-of 19 July 1977 to the Member States on stopping 
aids to 'the Coulmu.nity synthet·ic fibre_s industry. 
'. 
- . 
The same_ policy was followed when the requests for assistance for· 
the purposes of the regional and social funds were being examin~. 
. 3noc. sEC(76) 3817/3 of 2.Deoember. 1976. 
4
EEC Recommendation·76/772 (OJ L 265 of 29 September'19T6). 
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